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Appendix A. Reflexive journal extract (pp. 1 of 2) 

Monday 7th Dec 15 at 13.30-4.00 
1a: Husband, aged 86, interview first while wife attends CST 
1b: Wife, aged 84 diagnosis of Alzheimer’s Disease, within the last twelve months, 
interviewed separately after husband. Husband, University Lecturer & wife, furniture 
upholster, then housewife. Husband on-going education throughout career, wife left school 
14. Both white British, local to the area, originally born in XXX. Class unknown - middle class? 
Marriage length: 3 children, 5 grandchildren local, lot of support.  
 
• 1a forgot that 1b did a diploma? Little mention of her hobbies and interests whereas 1b 

spoke a lot about her hobbies and personhood and little about dementia e.g.  
 

• 1a chiefly but also 1b spoke about marriage as a zone of disciplinary power, almost 
wanting that power and order to be present where it was juxtaposed to a more chaotic 
time at current lacking in romance and stickability 

 
• Stories of illegitimate pregnancies 
 
• Physical ailments of ageing and the dependency this bought discussed 
 
• Group very difficult for 1b and she doubted whether she’d ever go back, she spoke about 

them just drinking tea and wearing name badges which reminded her of when she was an 
evacuee, she also said that the facilitator spoke very loudly and where some people had 
hearing issues she did not, positive discrimination 

 
• Family heavy involvement – son first directed 1b to see GP 
 
• 1b spoke of MRI and drugs and how things were really explained and she was told just 

keep taking your drugs (initially these had very bad side effects) 
 
• Inconsistent dialogue about believing or not believing AD – unable to challenge certain 

rituals of speaking? (in the presence of truth facts) 
 
• War and stiff upper lip discussed ‘you just get on with it’ 
 
Friday 11th Dec 15 at 10.30-12.00 
2a: Husband, aged 88, interviewed first while wife attends CST. 2b: Wife, aged 81, diagnosis 
of vascular dementia 3 years ago, interviewed second due to attendance at CST group, which 
had been requested by the couple on the phone for ease. Husband XXX engineer, wife, 
housewife, XXX tour guide, garden designer. Husband left school at 14 and wife at 16. Born 
and raised in the area, white British. Marriage length: 2 children, 4 grandchildren not local, 
less support.  
 
• Interview conducted in XXX. Separate toilets noticed for staff and patients (staff toilet 

door said staff, not toilet so only staff would know if was a toilet). Greeted by being invited 
to sign in book (number entering a factorial system, staff and patients are part of this 
system). Wooden chairs with purple coloured seats all around the four walls of the room, 
various magazines. Two receptionists behind a glass screen sat a desk’s behind this. 
Small area of the glass missing to allow visitors/patients to converse with receptionists 
(protective shield from media stereotypes of those with mental health 
problems/dementia?). Frosted windows, can’t see in or out. Clinic rooms described 
below.  
  

• 2b discourse structured beginning with hobbies and interests and pays very little attention 
to memory difficulties, which progresses into an outright refusal of them (resistance). ‘I 
don't believe I have vascular dementia’. 
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• 2b some mild hesitancy in speaking to me at first; possibly in relation to previous 

association with professionals assuming her deterioration and anger of my association 
with professionals [as a professional] who diagnosed her (think: medical gaze/control and 
inscription of this). Also, the room where we interviewed was clinical with medical 
equipment that perhaps enhanced this (e.g. white washed walls, weighing machine, 
bloody pressure monitor, bed, computer desk; although did rearrange the chairs and sit 
away from the desk, spacious room).  

 
• Unhappy with professional experience, measures [and clinician’s] described as crude and 

flippant, and driving licence taken away without explicit notification that the DVLA would 
be contacted from professionals. ‘I try to stay away from hospitals’ and ‘[I didn't challenge 
them] because of laziness I guess’ (power of the medical 

 
• discourse as truth with its paper tests and scans, unchallengeable without huge effort or 

cannot be challenged full stop). 
 

• 2b autonomous and articulate lady, depicted to have taken an independent and more 
dominant role in the past and is still asserting her ability to do so? (lunches with friends, 
gardening in all weather, Christmas shopping). She raised the children with her husband 
working long hours on the railways and worked a historical museums and site greeting 
guests etc. Talks around gender, women staying at home- ‘that's the way it was then’, 
emphasising the shift in gender role discourses in a short period of time. 
 

• Nonetheless, 2a discourse entrenched with signs and symptoms and powerful dementia, 
less emphasis on his or his wife’s hobbies, career, and marriage – these had to be 
encouraged by the researcher (why?) 
 

• 2a frustration/finding things challenging and not having an outlet to voice these (such as a 
friendship group) role could be considered burdensome and challenging at times but this 
seems difficult to say explicitly in the presence of a marital discourse/love and nearing 
death  

 
• Surprisingly 2a/husband trying his upmost to enable the wife to engage socially and 

psychically, linked to observations of sister deteriorating, add odd with researchers 
assumptions informed by Kitwood about communicative patterns – emphasis on love and 
wanting to do the best for the partner. 

 
Tues 29th December 12.45-2.15  
3a: Husband, aged 74, interviewed together (preferred) diagnosis of vascular dementia 2 
years ago – prefers to call it mild memory impairment as dislikes broad concept dementia 3b: 
Wife, aged 73. Husband, personnel manager, wife, housewife, and nursery school teacher at 
times. Husband left school at 17, then attended college until 19; wife at 16. 3a completed a 
degree, White British. Marriage length: 54 years. 2 daughters, 4 grandchildren. Grandson 
lives with them.  

 
• Interview had been rearranged until after Christmas, and the new time did not coincide 

with the CST group that 3a attended on Thursdays. 3a initiated the contact and phoned a 
couple of times before hand to ask for an earlier time and explain running late (not overly 
compliant character as how research participants may be characterised). 
 

• First topic presented by 3a was frustration of his wife for repeating questions up to three 
times, not denied by wife. Wife also expressed frustration about 3a’s lack of acceptance 
of the diagnosis or the issue at hand ‘he’s not thinking about the long term’ when it 
happens ‘he won’t know, it will just be those around him’. Yet gestures of affection 
throughout such as before saying something difficult, gently touching the others hand. 
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Appendix B. Initial working out from three leaflets (pp. 1 of 3) 
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Appendix C. Discursive patterns identified across the leaflets  
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Appendix D. Key developed to analyse/code the interview transcripts 

COLOUR CODED KEY/QUESTIONS USED TO ANALYSE TRANSCRIPTS 
 
Dementia as a construct – mark out the different discourses/theme to 
see how dementia is constructed by participants 

Light blue 

• E.g. madness, normal old ageing  
  
Professionals/GP under what circumstances? What constructions 
are there of professionals, PWDD and spouse? 

Dark blue 

• Talk on professionals/GP   
• Talk on spouse/PWDD in relation to the above  
• What was it that made people see professionals?  

Subjectification/Objectification & Zone of Disciplines What tools 
did participants discuss in relation to dementia, what were the sites 
they encountered, and were there any individualising effects? 

Red 

• Talk skills/technical procedures such as scans, tests, 
medication, CST/PCM 

 

• Individualising of PWDD/Carer?  
• Soul effects  

Marriage – what discourses did participants draw upon concerning 
marriage? Did this have any significance in relation to Dementia? 

Green 

• Shared experiences, we/ I?  
• Differences regarding marriage then/now? Gender?  

Family – consider psy family, and how the family/spouse may act as a 
liberal apparatus of power?  

Yellow 

Carer – what discourses are there regarding the caring role from both 
PWDD and spouses? 

Orange 

• Positive/negative connotations?  
• Social context around caring   

Possible pattern of resistance /rejection  
 
 

Possible subject position/enactment of a subject position  
 

 
Counter discourse  Letters CD 
Pay particular attention to –  

• Differences between spouse dyads, within spouse dyads, between 
PWDD and spouses 

• The dominant or main discourses being drawn upon 
• The subject positions that participants taking up or being accorded, and 

the subsequent behaviours are facilitated or inhibited as a result 
• The regularities, patterns, deviances, irregularities in participants talk 
• Appearance/disappearance or discourses 
• Replacement of one discourse for another 
• Coexisting or supporting discourses 
• Objects/subjects in the discourse 
• Styles of statements are being made, assumed truths 
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Appendix E – Separate interview transcript for William annotated using key (pp. 1 of 7) 















Appendix F- Joint interview transcript for 
Henry & Emma annotated (pp. 1 of 8) 
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